
MANCHESTER SUB-CENTRE   -    January 1975. 

 

Some memories of 1975 from an engineers  viewpoint! 

Introduction. In 1973 a number of engineers at Manchester and Preston were  taken off shifts and 

became involved in substantial technical training on the new systems which were to be introduced into 

what was then empty areas of the 3rd and 4th floors of the “new” tower block.   All this preparation work 

had to continue while Manchester Airport operated as an airport and the Preston ATCC  operated as an 

Area control unit. 

At that time radar data processing was in its infancy with  primary and secondary radar services  

analogue in display.  The accommodation was more or less as follows:- 

 The VCR on the 10th floor level… 

 An approach radar room on the 9th floor of the original tower block, just down the stairs from 

the VCR 

 A  radar unit  - PATCRU – located on the 1st floor adjacent to the teleprinter room. 

 An extensive Tels Equipment Room on the ground floor. 

 A “sub-equipment room” on the 8th floor. 

 Transmitters at Styal. 

 Receivers at Oak Farm. 

 Full ILS installations for 06/24 single runways (Localisers, Glidepaths, middle and outer markers, 

and IRVR for each approach) 

 Microwave links receiving  primary and secondary data from St. Annes and Clee Hill LRRS sites. 

 Manned PABX on the ground floor. 

 Admin offices (ATC admin on the 8th floor, Tels admin on the ground floor) 

 Stores on the ground floor 

All this had to keep ticking over smoothly while the new 3rd floor equipment room and the 4th floor ops 

room were fitted out with all the sub-systems needed to provide an Airport and Area air navigation 

service. 

We were all  - controllers and engineers alike  -  about to undergo a substantial culture shock as we 

progressed into 20th century technology.   One controller once described radar to me  as “de-focussed 

blips as God intended”  - they suddenly became synthetic data blocks.    No more sitting in the dark – we 

were about to introduce what was then referred to as a “Bright Display System”   (BDS) and all the 

paraphernalia which went with it. 

The fully operating procedural control centre at Barton Hall,  Preston,  is entirely another matter  and 

cannot be part of this story.     Sufficient to say that some of those mentioned in the opening paragraph 

were Preston engineers, but more about that later! 



 

At the time prior to “O” date the radar service was provided from two primary radar systems located on 

the airfield and two remote radars located at St. Annes and Clee HIll;    

A Marconi S264H  50 cm installation, output power 50 Kw on a good day,  located to the south of the 

runway opposite the end of the domestic pier.   The “H” in the type name was for “High”  -  it had a high 

looking aerial system specifically designed for airport use, although it was shared between approach and 

PATCRU.  It was shortly to be substantially modified to be a high-powered version with 500 Kw 

Klystrons. 

A Plessey AR1 10cm installation, output power 500Kw with a magnetron transmitter.  It had been much 

modified due to poor performance to become the type 4011, but it was never popular with the 

controllers!   MTI was poor and it was very susceptible to the weather. 

A remote feed from St. Annes LRRS of plot extracted primary and secondary radar.  These were fed via a 

microwave link with a repeater on Winter Hill and a dish on the roof of the 8th floor of the tower block.  

A similar services was provided from Clee Hill LRRS via a microwave link and a repeater at Camp Hill. 

The PPI displays in use in Approach and PATCRU were elderly type 3A CRT monitors, very much in a 

darkened environment. All were fed from two rows of data racks in the ground floor equipment room.  

We had a simple passive SSR decoder, pre-set to a small selection of SSR ident codes, which provided a 

second “slash” behind the primary return and the ability to display a third “slash” when the aircraft was 

requested to “squawk ident”.      Very crude, but effective.   Very high maintenance since it was fully 

transistorised with heat-sensitive components.   Many were my night-shifts spent fettling it up for the 

morning traffic jam of aircraft dropping off the ocean via ScATCC ! 

A.G.A. comms came from the local transmitters/receivers at Styal and Oak Farm, but also with feeds 

from Kelsall, Preston and Snaefell remote radio station sites for the Area cover required by PATCRU. 

At the time of “O” date the STO was Sandy McWalter and his deputy was Tony Bastowe-Coultiss  (Tony 

B-C to everyone) 

There were about 12 engineers on each of a four-watch system, with specialists in ILS, Comms and 

Radar.  The DTO was at that time a TTO 1 – it was just before the ATE structure was introduced  - with a 

TTO 2 supervisor each for nav/comms and radar.   The DTO’s were Joe Ellis, Ben Hold, Eric Jarman, Ron 

Connor and Jim Mulligan.    So that is a very rough picture of the system “as it was”.     No doubt others 

with a better memory than me will provide more detail and make corrections!   

 

The new system took some two years to install starting from empty rooms to a fully operating ATC 

system, performing an  Approach and an Area function unique in the UK at that time.   The ops room 

and equipment room furniture was all manufactured in-house at TEE Gatwick and installed by TEE staff 



in preparation for the various sub-systems to be supplied.   All the comms systems were installed by TEE 

staff but the radar processing was supplied and installed under contract by Plessey Radar Ltd.   

It must be emphasised that this tale is entirely from a Manchester Engineers viewpoint.   It takes no 

account of the massive efforts by the CAA Tels HQ line sections, Ops Directorate, CATO, CSM, Project 

Management and all of the infrastructure in being at that time. 

The bulk of the manufacturer’s training was undertaken at the Plessey factory in Addlestone, Surrey, 

with a 6 week period seconded to a company called Computer Technology Ltd  (CTL) at Hemel 

Hempstead, Herts. 

The initial training was undertaken by Brian Davies, Bernie Kenyon,  Graham Blackledge, Arthur Corlett, 

John Jackson (Jacko) John Dove, John Moore and myself (Derek Henry)   Have I forgotten anyone? Not 

deliberately!  Living away from home, even though it was on subsistence allowance, soon paled and we 

were glad when it was all over and we could get stuck in.  For the next months we all worked on days 

alongside the Plessey installation engineers undertaking on-going hand over and acceptance testing, 

which was onerous, satisfying and demanding.   We developed close friendships with the Plessey blokes, 

who were themselves living away from home, and much socialising took place! 

Without a doubt the most difficult part of the training was on the computers, manufactured and 

supplied to Plessey by a company called Computer Technology Ltd. (CTL)  Computers were in their 

infancy 35 years ago and the Mod.1’s used to handle the radar data were slow and primitive in 

comparison to today’s.  We had three systems to handle the two sets of radar data (St. Annes and Clee 

Hill) – sharing a common standby!  For the technically minded, each computer had 16 Kb. of ferrite core 

memory and used a 16 bit word length. The PC I am using to write this article has 80 Gb of hard disc and 

a 32 bit word length.  (a few million times bigger in capacity but sitting in a box  about 15” high!) 

The Mod 1’s were located in the 3rd floor equipment room directly below the 4th floor ops room.   Each 

one took up 3 full racks of space.   The 16 Kb memory consisted of two 8Kb stacks of ferrite core.  The 

programmes were contained on punched paper tape which required a “high speed” reader to load them 

into the store modules. (The luxury of loading a programme from a CD ROM was not even on the 

horizon at that time!)  It only took a couple of minutes to do it – but that meant a loss of service if 

problems were being experienced, particularly with the mains electricity supply,  which caused 

corruptions to the stored data.   During winter storms the mains would frequently “flicker”.   Although 

the airport provided an automatic standby power system, it didn’t start with flickers but rather needed a 

total failure.  So when flickers were being experienced the airport engineers had to be called out to 

changeover to the standby diesel generators manually.   In the meantime the unfortunate ATCO’s 

upstairs on the sectors had to cope with a sudden loss of service…….    We were not popular, believe me,  

and the excuse that we could work wonders but not perform miracles was not enough!   

Some 18 months or so after “O” day an extra 16 Kb of memory was added to each computer to provide 

code to callsign conversion.  i.e  a squawk code Alpha 4401 was converted to read, say, BA5304, on the 

controllers display.  The code/call sign pairs were introduced at West Drayton from the massive 9020 

FDP system.   In the event of a (not infrequent) line fault or 9020 system failure, they could be entered 



locally, manually,  by the ATCA’s , via  a keyboard in the ops room.  The “data block” as we know it today 

was born, providing position, ident, FL and destination.  

The computers were only used to process the digital radar data;   the local primary radars (264 and 

4011) were processed by those dreadful scan converters.   There were effectively an analogue to digital 

conversion of the “de-focussed blips as God intended” into a digital TV equivalent and then mixed with 

processed remote SSR data.    i.e. Manchester’s raw 264 primary had St. Annes SSR overlaid.  The scan 

converter was effectively a back-to-back CRT, whereby the raw radar data was projected onto the 

“write” side and then scanned television style on the “read” side.  Setting up a scan converter  was an 

art form to be seen before believing!   We had 8 scan converters , two per rack, each set up for the 

range and offset demanded by the operational use of the sector.  The conversion tube itself was a 

thermionic valve device with two electron guns respectively for writing and reading the data.   

Immediately after “O” day it was realised that a scan converted radar presentation was found to be 

inadequate for an Approach radar function.  During that first week of operation we rigged up a 

temporary autonomous PPI display on a trolley in the Ops room next to the scan converted display.  It 

was fed with raw radar data from the 4011 airfield installation and remained in use for some months. 

 

  

The SSR data was mixed with the scan-converted primary radar data in an integration unit, of which we 

had 24.   (Each scan converter fed three I.U’s)   This represented yet another full bay of equipment racks.  

I recall spending many hours in the build-up to “O” date working with Gordon Butler, the then ATC 

training officer, with him in the ops room looking at a display and me on the end of a telephone armed 

with a screwdriver twiddling the I.U’s to get the desired range and offset needed for each sector.  After 

the service started in anger after “O” date, the ATCO’s didn’t have control of their own displayed range 

etc., which they found most frustrating.   Such was progress! 

The smallness of the memory and the slow speed of the computers very much influenced the refresh 

rate of the displays.   When there were more than 100 or so aircraft within St. Annes playing area the 

The temporary display can just be seen to 

the right of this picture.  

The furniture was subsequently modified 

by TEE and the PPI display installed 

properly to became a permanent feature 

of the Approach position. Ops room 

lighting levels then became an issue and a 

compromise had to be achieved. As one 

engineer observed – you can’t win but you 

might get a no-score draw! 



effect was to slow things down to the extent that the radar data blocks would visibly flicker and there 

was ******* all we could do about it! 

The displays themselves were either 16” round vertical or 22” round horizontal “conference” displays, 

manufactured by Plessey.   The controlling was undertaken around the horizontals, set up for the range 

and playing area required at the sector, with the verticals set to a longer range to provide a bit of 

advance notice of pending traffic.  The crew chief sat in the middle, (it’s the man in the dark suit in the 

middle of the picture – I think it may be Max Hundleby?)  with two controllers on each side of him.   All 

had access to the R/T and intercom facilities necessary for that sector.   CCTV displays were provided 

within the furniture,  fed with essential information input from TV cameras mounted in the supervisor’s 

desk.    All the technical furniture, displays and associated control panels were painted Brunswick green 

as opposed to the battleship grey in virtual universal use elsewhere!  Why?  It was never disclosed!   But 

it was a great inconvenience to us engineers for a variety of reasons! 

The display of Radar data was only part of the story.  The old ground floor ops room had bays of Line 

Termination Equipment (LTE) to feed the radio and intercom needs of the Operation.  The new 3rd floor 

equipment room had modern Radio Distribution and Control (RDCE) with associated speech recorders,  

which was excellent and reliable and required very little engineering effort to maintain.   There was new 

Multi-Station Remote Control Equipment (MSRCE) to handle the radio channels from Preston, Kelsall 

and Snaefell.  Although those stations were manned by only one technician on days, it was possible to 

control them remotely from Manchester on a 24/7 basis.  

Incidentally all these remote stations mentioned (St. Annes, Clee Hill, Preston, Kelsall and Snaefell) also 

provided services to LATCC West Drayton, but that is another story. 

Another innovation introduced at Manchester was an interface with the LATCC 9020 to provide Flight 

Data and Entry and Printout (FDEP) facilities.  This consisted of three pairs of flight progress strip printers 

with associated alpha-numeric keyboards located in the Ops. Room.   They were manufactured by IBM 

and were identical to those in use at LATCC.   Without a doubt, these were the most unreliable machines 

we ever had to handle.   The printers were converted electric typewriters with a “golf ball” print head 

and were an electro-mechanical nightmare.   We employed two craftsmen/fitters full time keeping them 

serviceable, in the 3rd floor workshop.   They were tested every night in the quiet hours,  remotely from 

LATCC,  and the test failure rate was appalling.   As you can imagine, they were highly unpopular with 

ATC and Tels staff alike.  It was to be some years before they were replaced by the modern  EDUS 

system of producing flight progress indicators.   It must be said – ATCO’s  liked paper flight progress 

strips and were reluctant to change ! 

 

 

An interesting problem had arisen during system testing caused by interference from the 264 primary 

radar located on the airfield.   The 3rd and 4th floor rooms were in a direct line of site with the rotating 

radar aerial system.  The conversation went something like this:- 



Tels.   “Can you cope with R.F. interference in the 50 cm (600 Mhz) spectrum”     

Plessey  “ No problem”. 

Tels. “ How about when it has a level of 12 volts?” 

Plessey.  “ That’s a different question !” 

 The system was “alive” with bursts of interference at every rotation of the 264’s aerial.  The 

consequence was that the entire 3rd floor equipment room had to be screened.  The walls were 

“papered” with tin foil and then covered with tough wallpaper and painted.  The window side of the 

rooms had a mesh screen fitted, with door access.   The effect was a spectacular reduction to a few   

milli-volts of 50 cm radiation, which the system was able to tolerate.  Just screening the east side of the 

4th floor Ops room was sufficient, however  it didn’t stop the TV in the ATCO’s rest room from displaying 

a speckle of interference every aerial rotation.   Not popular on cup final day! However the screening did 

have its uses – the narrow passageway created between the windows and the screening panels 

provided a very useful space for what can only be called “night watch equipment” for which the reader 

must use his own imagination.  

 

During the run-up to “O” day when we were getting used to the facilities available, a couple of incidents 

occurred which are worthy of recall. 

The emergency SSR code of 7700, the comms fail code of 7600 and the discrete hi-jack code of 3100 had 

been introduced Internationally.  We were monitoring St. Annes radar on an equipment room display 

one morning when we spotted a flashing 7700 just to the west of Preston, apparently moving slowly in a 

northwesterly direction.  Following some urgent investigation it turned out to be an ejector seat from a 

fighter aircraft which was being  moved from  a Preston factory, transported on the back of a lorry to 

British Aerospace at Warton.  The seat had an SSR transponder fitted, which had not been disabled, and 

was close enough to St. Annes to be detected !    At the time, St.Annes was in operational use at LATCC 

who dealt with the issue.   It was very much an eye-opener to us relative newcomers to digital radar 

display. 

Another much more serious incident involved the test flight of a new Tornado out of Warton, which 

crashed into the Irish Sea just to the south of the Isle  of Man.    One of the features of the Mod 1 

computer system was an ability to record and print out on a teletype machine positional data of SSR 

target reports.   Such a report was produced indicating the final SSR response before the aircraft 

disappeared from the screens.     It was to be some years before digital radar recordings were a 

mandatory requirement alongside the recordings of R/T.  Memories  of Lockerbie in 1987 comes to 

mind, but that is yet another story!   I only repeat this incident to indicate how the introduction of Mod 

1 RDP systems into LATCC and Manchester brought us to the forefront of development as it was then.  

 



Upon reflection I believe the 18 years I spent at Manchester, of which 12 years were spent nursing the 

sub-centre,  were probably the most satisfying of my entire 38 years with CAA/NATS.  Lifelong 

friendships were made, many of which still exist today, 35 years on from “O” day.   I personally left 

Manchester on promotion in 1983, initially to work alongside CATO staff at RAF Uxbridge and then to 

manage the en route UK nav/comm facilities in field engineering.  I have no career regrets in retirement!  

 Please permit me to give a plug to the Retired Staff Association and its web site www.caa-rsa.org.uk   of 

which yours truly is the webmaster ! 

 

Derek Henry 

June 2009.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.caa-rsa.org.uk/

